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We study coordinatewise L p approximation by a fairly general class of linear
operators that includes quasi-intrpolants and, like these, is based on a globally
supported basis function and a globally supported linear functional of general form
with certain mild decay conditions imposed on the basis function and the functional
involved. In this quite general setting we show that the approximation power
provided by a quasi-interpolant and other functional-based operators is equivalent
to the polynomial reproducing property possessed by it. 1995 Academic Press. Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of approximation from a principal shift invariant (PSI) space
[BDR] has recently attracted much attention, because it applications are
found in many fields such as radial basis functions and wavelets. The
scheme of quasi-interpolation plays an important role in this study, where
we treat a fairly general scheme based on a general functional. In the present
paper we are interested in the coordinate power provided by a PSI space
through a functional-based operator of the form

Q""J:= L ).f(,+j)¢J(·-j),
jE J!d

where ), is a suitable linear functional. Obviously, this includes the cases
usually designated as quasi-interpolants, which have been given a
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systematic treatment in an elegant survey paper [B I ] by de Boor, where
¢ is assumed to be a compactly supported function and }, a compactly
supported distribution. Recently several authors have also considered the
approximation power provided by Q",. A with ¢ being globally supported
(e.g., [LC], [1L], and [HL]). They assume that the functional}, is a point
evaluation functional, or a modified version of point-evaluation. However,
an observation made in [L2 ] shows that sometimes one may wish to have
a quasi-interpolant in which A and ¢ are both globally supported and }, is
a linear functional other than any kind of point-evaluations. From the
experience with compactly supported ¢ and 1.., it is natural to expect and
believe that the equivalence between the polynomial reproducing property
of Q"" A and the approximation power provided by Q"" A. (cf. [B 2 ]) be valid
in a quite general setting. One of the goals of this paper is to confirm this
point by studying the functional-based approximation operators Q",,; in
which ;, may be any linear functional on L p ( /Rd) (1 ~ P < (f)) or on Co, the
space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity, as long as A and ¢
satisfy certain mild decay conditions. Besides, in this wayan opportunity
is provided for us to unify and improve results and methods of [JL], [L I ]

and [L2 ] in estimating the L p approximation power of quasi-interpolants.
The study of coordinate order of approximation refers to coordinate-wise

scaling of approximations

Qf= L }.j(h(· +i)) rPUh - i),
jEZd

with hE /R: a vector of positive step-sizes, letting Ilh II -> O. We illustrate the
differences between coordinate order and the more familiar total order by
means of an example, which exhibits interesting new phenomena which do
not show up when attention is restricted to total order [BrCW]. Special
techniques are required in the proofs, e.g., a new Taylor's formula with
integral remainder. Approximation in a coordinatewise setting was also
studied by several other authors, e.g., [DDS] and [CL).

We would also like to mention that some methods of approximation
other than functional-based operators have recently been developed, cf.
[BRO], [BR] and [B 2 ).

Next, let us fix some notation to be used in this paper. We denote by Ilxll
the Euclidean norm of x, by x· y the usual dot product of x, y E /R d, and
monomials by x'" = X~l ..... X~d. We have already referred to coordinate
wise scaling by a vector hEIR: of positive step-sizes, this involves opera
tions xh := (XI hI' ... , Xdhd), and x/h := (x l/h I, ... , Xd/hd)' Here, /R: denotes
the subset of /Rd of vectors having non-negative components, alsoz: := Zd (\ /R:, and by B,(x) denote the closed ball of radius r> 0 cen
tered at x. For the study of the coordinate order of approximation let K be
a lower set, i,e., a finite subset of Z~ with the property that pE K implies
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IX E K for all IX E £:~ with IX ~ p. Define IIK to be te span of the monomials
x", IX E K. Let f.1 be a regular Borel measure on /Rd, 1f.11 its total variation
measure and L 1(1f.1/) the space of 1f.1I-integrable functions. In order to get
operators that are able to act on ilK, we shall always assume that J-! decays
in such a way that IIKcL 1(1f.11). In this case the Fourier transform of f.1

XE /Rd

is a continuous function and has continuous derivatives D"11 for IX E K. This
includes the case of the Fourier transform of a function in L](/Rd), subject
to the above decay condition. If a function g E L/ /Rd) (l ~ p < CfJ) decays
in a way such that LjaJ Ig(· +})I is in Lp([O, 1) ) (1 ~ p < CfJ), then g will
be said to be in .:t;, (cf. [JM]).

2. THE MAIN RESULTS

Our first result is concerned with the equivalence between the Strang-Fix
conditions and a polynomial reproducing property under the fairly general
conditions which we now state precisely. A function </J in L\( (Rd) with the
decay property that </JIIKC L 1(/Rd) is said to satisfy the Strang-Fix
conditions on K if

~(O) ¥ 0

and

D"~(2nj)= 0

THEOREM 2.1. Let </J be afimction such that </JIIKcL\("Rd), and f.1 be a
regular Borel measure on /Rd such that IIKC L 1(1f.11). The following are
equivalent:

(a) L,jEzJJ-!(f(·+}))r/J(·-j)=fforallfEIIK,withf.1(g):=JRdgdf.1;

(b) </J satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions on K and the conditions that

~(O) 11(0) = 1 and D"( ~11)(0)= 0 for 0 ¥ IXEK.

In case that ¢J is compactly supported and f.1 is an atomic measure, this
result was apparently given in [CL] and essentially in [CJW]. For com
pactly supported r/J and f.1, it can also be obtained from [Theorem 5.10,
B] ]. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in the next section.
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Let K + be the extension of a lower set K which by definition is a union
of K and the set {x+ei:xEK,i=I, ...,d} with {el, ... ,ed } being the
standard basis of [Rd. Define the "boundary" oK as follows:

oK:=K+\K.

We also recall that for a bounded linear functional I, belonging to the dual
space X' of X=CO([Rd) forp=x, or of X=Lp([Rd) for I,;;;p<x, there
exists a unique regular Borel measure Il; for which the representation
1,( g) = Jg dll" holds. Of course, for X = LI'( [Rd) (I,;;; p < x) we can write
dll" =1;. dll, with f" E X' = L q ( [Rd), l/p + I/q = I.

THEOREM 2.2. Let 4J be a fimction such that 4JflK + c !f" ( I ,;;; p ,;;; (fj ). Let
;. belong to the dual space of L p( [Rd) for I,;;; P <x (or of Cot [Rd l for p =X

respectively), such that flK+cL,(!JL;!). rf (a) or (h) (hence hoth) of

Theorem 2.1 hold for Il = Il A' then

k-jEd Af(h(· +j)) 4JUh - j)!1 Lr([Rd) = (C'(max{ hP
: PEoK} )

as II h II -+ 0, for every f in the Soholev space Wm .l'( [Rd) (or in Wm . x n Co for
p = x), where m is the maximum of IPI for PE oK.

The proof is given in Section 4. Recall that the notations f(h( . +i)) and
4J( . /h) refer to coordinate-wise scaling operations by the vector hE [R: of
positive stepsizes. The result of Theorem 2.2 for total order of approxima
tion by means of translates of a globally supported function 4J under some
what more restrictive conditions on the functional }, as well as the function
rP had been obtained in [LC], [JL] and [L I ]. For a coordinate version
cf. [BrCW] (also [CJW] and [CL]).

The conditions of the theorem are satisfied by radial basis functions, in
particular multiquadrics, cf. [Buh]. Although their rotational symmetry
makes the index set uninteresting from the coordinate-order point of view,
recently nonisotropic radial basis functions have been studied [Light].

To state our inverse result we need the lower set K to be concave, which
means that K has empty intersection with the convex hull of Z: \K
(cf. [BrCW], for an interesting characterization of this condition).

THEOREM 2.3. Adopt the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, alld assume in
addition that the lower set K is concave. If there exists any r > 0 and := E [Rd

such that

Il
f - I Af(h(· +i)) rPUh - i ll'I' = (C(max{hP : PE oK}),

jE Zd L r I8,1=)1

640 R2 2-6
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as Ilh II -> 0, for every fEWrn) [Rd), Yo'ith m as in Theorem 2.2, then (a) and
(b) of Theorem 2.1 hold, setting II = II".

We illustrate some of the differences between total and coordinate order
of approximation by means of the following example.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let r be a positive integer. Set

t/J = M(r+ I, r. r+ I) + M(r. r + I, r+ 11- M 1r + I, r + I. ri'

where M( '-S. t)'s are the familiar box splines on a three direction mesh (cf.
e.g., [Chui]). For simplicity of argument, we consider the approximation
order provided by the PSI space generated by t/J in L 2(iR2) (cf. [BDR]).
For this smooth (C), compactly supported function 1/1,

K = {tx: \tx\ :S 2r + 1} \{ (r, r + 1), (r + 1, r)}

is the maximal set on which the Strang-Fix conditions hold [BrCW]. It is
easy to see that this lower set K is concave. Hence from Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 the coordinate order of approximation turns out to be (at least)

0(max{ hP: jJE 8K} ) = (f;'(h~ h;+ 1 + h~ + Ih;) + (O( IIhl1 2r +2).

The defect fom the desired but unachievable rate of (f;'(llhI1 2r + 2) is due to
the two extra multi-integers (r, r + I), (r + 1, r) E8K, which were missing
from K. The total order 0(h2r + I) is obtained by setting h2 = hi (this total
order may be computed directly from the Strang-Fix conditions for
tx:S2r+ I, txEK by applying [Corollary 5.15, BDR]). However, the coor
dinate order can be made (f;(hi r + 2

) e.g., by setting h2=h:+llirl. The defect
becomes less and less significant for large r, a fact not discernible from the
total order alone.

3. POLYNOMIAL REPRODUCING PROPERTY

In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. In the absence of compact support
of ¢J and A extra care is required in the verification of the equivalence
between the Strang-Fix conditions and the polynomial reproducing
property.

We denote by glPI the derivative DPg for apE Z: and g a sufficiently
smooth function. For two functions f and g, we denote by f *' g the semi
convolution Lj E Zd g( i) f( . -i) and by f * g the usual convolution.

LEMMA 3.1. Let ¢J be a function such that ¢JIIK C L1([Rd), and f be a
polynomial in IIK' The following are equivalent:
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(a) t/J *' f is a po~vnomial;

(b) fP)(-iD)J(2nj)=OforalljE2'd\{O} and/3E2',,+;

(c) t/J*'f=r/J*f

245

Proof Before going to the circle of proof: (a) = (b), (b) = (c),
(c)=(a), we give a general treatment oft/J *' g. Following (4.4) Proposition
of [B 1 ], we regard t/J *' f as a tempered distribution and apply it to a test
function u E.'/', the Schwartz-class, to obtain

(r/J*'f)(u) = L fU)t/J(·-j)(u)= L f fU)t/J(t-j)u(t)dt.
j E ;Ed .i E ;Ed [Rd

With !/J(x) := f(x) JIRd t/J(t - x) u( t) dt, x E IRd, we have

(r/J *' f)(u) = 2: !/JU)·
IE;{d

Our next task is to apply the Poisson summation formula to the function !/J.
To this end we examine properties of t/J as follows. By the Taylor formula,
f=L.p(I/P!)f1p1(.-t)t P. It follows that

t/J(x) = L p\ f JIPI(X - t) t/J( t - x) tIJu(t) dt.
Ii . IR

(3.1 )

Due to the decay property of t/J and u it is clear from (3.1) that (i) !/J E

L,(lRd ), (ii) LjEzdSUPxE[o.nd 1t/J(x-j)1 i~ finite, and (iii) !/J is continuous.
We also claim that (iv) the sum L.j E Z'" It/J( 2nj )I is finite. For, from (3.1),

1
!/J(2nj) = LP' (ffi)t/J( - . ) )(2nj) up(2nj),

P .

with upU) := tPu( t). The claim (iv) holds because the first factor in
the above sum is bounded for all j while up E.'/' implies that the
sum LjEZ'" /up(2nj)/ is finite. It is easy to prove that the conditions (i)-(iv)
are sufficient for the Poisson summation formula

I t/J(x +j) = L t1J(2nj) e i2Trjx
JEZ'" JEZ'"

to hold for every x E IRd, as was varified e.g., in [Ross]. Thus,

(t/J*'f)(u)= L t/JU)= I t1J(2nj).
jE J'.d jE I2d
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With g := g( - .) for a function g, this amounts to

(¢> *' f)(u) = I f( -iD)((fii)(2nj).
jEZd

( 3.2)

Invoking the Leibniz-H6mander identity and the inverse Fourier transform
formula for U E ,Cfl, we compute

---¢> *' flu) = (¢> *' f)(I'/)

1 . . ~
= (2n)" L I," plJi( -iD) ¢>(2nj)( -iD)/l l/(2nj).

jE Zd II 13·

Let U o be an element of //' such that uo(x) = I if IIxll ~ 1/4 and uo(x) = 0 if
Ilxll ~ 1/3. For each rt. E 7L: and II E 7L", set

u~. v := (. + 2nllr uo(' + 2nv)/f3!.

Then ( - iD)~ ii~. v( 2nj) = I for (( = f3 and v = j, and it equals zero otherwise.
It follows that

for all rt. E 7L: and II E 7L".
We are now ready to prove the lemma. If (a) is true, then the support

of¢> *' fis at the origin. Therefore (b) follows from (3.3). If(b) is true, then
it follows from (3.2) that

(¢> *' f)(u) = f( -iD) (f *' u(O)

= ( f(x) ( ¢>(y-x)u(y)t~Vdx=(¢>*f)(u).Jlid J[Rd

This shows (c). The implication from (c) to (a) is trivial. I
Proof of Theorem 2.1. For the implication (a) = (b) we assume that

¢> *' (f.1. * f) = f for all f E IIK' Here we denote by f.1. * g the convolution of
the measure f.1. and a function g, i.e., flid g( . - t) df.1.( t). By Lemma 3.1 (c)
and the Fubini formula, we have

(3.4 )

with </JI' : = f.1. * ¢>. The function on the right-most side equals I [Rd f( . - y)
¢/l( y) dy. Since by the Taylor formula f(· - y) = LIIE z~ l/f3!( - y)1I filii, we
have
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(3.5 )

Therefore ¢)O)=l and (-iD)fl¢)O)=O for j3EK\{O}, with ¢J,=¢fl. We
still need to show that for each fixed PE K, DII¢( 2nj) = 0 for all j E Z \ {O}.
This will follow immediately from Lemma 3.1 (c), if we can show that for
the polynomial fiA x) = XII, X E IR d

, we have 1> *' IfI EnK' To this end, we
note that for any lEnK it follows from the definition of j.1 *I and the
Taylor formula that

j.1*I= I Jd(-y)Pdj.1(y)PPI= I (-iD)flfl(O)pfll.
fl E E: !R fl E E:

If we regard j.1 * f as a tempered distribution, then for any test function
II E .'l'

0(u) = L (-iD)p fl(O)/I/Ji( -iD) u(O) = f( -iD)(,au)(O).
PEZ:

For a fixed PE K, if we choose

for x E [Rd,

then clearly for every U E.'l' we have

--j.1 * giu) = gfl( -iD)(,au)(O)

= I (~) (-iD)fl - X (~) (0)( -iD)~ (,a1l)(0) = (-iD)P 11(0).
?~fJ \fl

This amounts to j.1 * gIl = I p. Hence ¢ *' /rJ = ¢ *' (j.1 * gpl = gp E ITK' This
completes the proof of the implication (a) =(b).

For the converse statement we note that similarity to (3.4) and (3.5),

from which the implication (b) =(a1follows. I
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4. ApPROXIMATION POWER OF QUASI-INTERPOLANTS Q4>.).

In this section we prove Theorem 2.2. We first derive a Taylor's formula
with integral remainder in the coordinate-wise setting, which plays an
important role in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and is of independent interest
(also cf. [DDS] for Taylor polynomials and estimates of their remainders
in the coordinatewise setting).

For a lower set K and 13 E 7l~ , let {i [( be the element of 7l~ given by

if fJ-e'EK;

otherwise.

Here and throughout this section we always assume the index i runs over
the integers I, ... , d in each of its appearances.

LEMMA 4.1. (The Taylor Remainder Formula). For an.v lower set K and
any function f, which is sufficiently smooth, we have

X E IR d
. (4.1 )

Proof The proof proceeds by induction on the cardinality IKI of K
When /KI=O, we have K={O} and 8K=E:={ei :all i}, for which (4.1)
is obviously valid. Now suppose that (4.1) holds for IKI = m - I, m ~ 1.

To deal with the case IKI = 11'1, choose y E K so that Iyl = max CXEK ICJ.I, and
let K' :=K\ { y}. Then K' is also a lower set, whose extension is denoted by
K' +. For convenience we denote for any A c 7l~

and for any 13 E 7l~

.1 I
Rpf(x) := j 13

1
Df'l(sx) xP(l -s)IPI-1 ds,

o .

Since IK'I = m - 1, by the induction hypotheses, we have

f=AKI+ I IfJK,1 Rp/
pe oK'

(4.2)
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Note that oK' agrees with oK, except for the point y and possibly except
for points in E r := y + E, or precisely we have the disjoint union

It follows that

I IPK' I RfJ= I IPK,I Rpf+ L IPK,I Rpf
PEcK' PEcK\Ey pEcK'r.E"

It is easy to verify that for each fJ E £::' the vector fJ K' has the following
properties: f3K,=f3K if f3 EoK\E),; fJK'=O if f3EE).\oK'; f3K'=Y if f3=y.
These properties yield

L If3K'IRfJ= L If3KIRp/+ L If3K,I Rpf+lyIRJ (4.3)
flECK' fIEcK\E, PE E y

Applying integration by parts to the last term above, we get

IYIR,f(x)

d II I=A(rJ(x)+ L 1" D)'+e'j(sx)xr+e'(l_s)lrl ds,
I~ lOY·

Since Ily! = (YI + I)/(()' + ei )!) and lyl = It' + ei 1- I for all i, it follows that

d

It'l R,f=A{;}f+ I (t'i+ I)R)'+e'f=A{i'}f+ L p(fJ)Rp/,
i~ I PEE,

where p( {3) := {3 i for {3 = t' + e' E E),. For each {3 = t' + e;o E E", we have
p({3) = {310 and

IfJKI= I fJ)= L fJ) + {3",
) E (i: fl ,- e' E Kl ;0 "" ) Ell: f1 - e' E Kl

I f3j +fJ;o=If3K,I+p(f3).
jE(i:p-e'EK'}

Hence,

L IPK,I RpJ+lr'l R,f=A{)'}J+ I IPK,IRfJ+ I p(fJ)RfJ
PE E, PE E, PE E"

=A1l'lf+ L IfJKI Rpf
pEE,

Putting this and (4.3) into (4.2), we obtain (4.1). I
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To deal with L p approximation, we recall a function mollification techni
que employed in [JL] as follows, Let X be an element of C X (lRd

) such that
supp X c [ -I, I ]d, X~ 0 and SX = L, and let mE Z + be sufficiently large,
For a given locally integrable function f; set

Jf(x) := j' (f- V"'j)(x) X( u) du,
fi'!d u

where V:' = Vu(V:'- I) and '\luf= f - f(' - u), Clearly the operator J com
mutes with difference and differential operators, The following lemma is an
immediate consequence of [JL, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3]. We denote by g I

the restriction of a continuous function g to Zd, i,e" g I : = g l;Zd.

LEMMA 4.2. For f E L1'( IR d
) (1 :::; P :::; ex;), JfEe x ('~d ). Moreover, there

exists a constant C depending only on k and d such that

(i) II (Jf) 111/plZd) :::; C Ilfll Irlfi'!d), for all fE Lp ( IR d
);

(ii) Ilf- Jfll Lri fi'!d):::; C1fl",.p, for alliE Wm,p( [Rd).

Here, following the notation used in [A], we denote by W",. 1'( [Rd) the
Sobolev space consisting offunctionsffor which LlfJI>;'" II DfJfll I' < ex;" and
by Ifl""p the semi-norm off given by

Ifl""p:= L IID/ifIILr(fi'!d),
I!!I~'"

Similarly we shall also denote lileK.p:= L/JE(}K IID!!fli Irifi'!d).

We consider now the Taylor polynomials centered at (E [Rd,

D"I(() ocA-f=A./(.f=" __ (._1')... ~. L...::x.' ~ ,
'Y..EK •

for a sufficiently smooth function f Let Ri;. K be the operator giving
remainders corresponding to Ai;. K'

LEMMA 4.3. Given lower set K and I:::; p < CfJ, for any sufficiently
smooth f J.vith If IrK, I' finite and for any x, y E [Rd, it follows that

( )

1/1'

L IR<+j,KJf(y +i)jP :::; C1flaK,p w( y-x),
jE ;Zd
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w(x) := max (1 + Ixll )/11 ••• (1 + IXdl )Pd,
PEoK

for x=(x1, ... ,Xd)E[Rd,

and C is a constant independent of x, y, p and I

Proal It follows from the previous lemma that

R\+). KJf( Y + j)

,I IIJKI . .= J I -,-( I _.\.)Ilfl-l (y-x)1f DlfJj(x+ j+S(y-x)) ds.
o IfE0K p.

If we keep x,)' E [Rd fixed and use the notation

with r= being the translation operator: g f-> g( . +::), then the above
remainder formula may be abbreviated

c(j) := R x +}. KJf( Y + j) = f: (LJ!)(j) ds, j E 7L d
.

For each 0 ~ s ~ 1, the operator L, is made up of translation and differen
tiation operators, hence commutes with J. Therefore, applying Minkowski's
inequality and Lemma 4.2( i) we have

liell 'pl Zd l ~ J'I II (L,]!) 1IIIpi Zd l ds = fl II( JLJ) 1IIIpi Zd l ds
o 0

Because I( y - x)p I~ w( y - x) for fJ E JK, it follows from the definition of
L, that IILJIILI'I!Rd)~C'w(x-)')lfI0K.I" where C' is a constant inde
pendent of x, y, p and I The proof is complete. I

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We sketch the proof following the line of [L I J
with some necessary modification and supplement. We first deal with the
special case h = ( I, ... , 1) E [Rd, and then with the general case by scaling.

Let us begin by showing the operator Q: = Qq,. .l: f-> L,E zJ ;I( . + j)
¢i( . - j) is bounded, denoting the bound by II QII". For any fE Ll'( [Rd),

Q!=¢i*'(),*f). By [1M, Theorem 2.1J and the assumption (2.2),
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For a given fE W""/,, it follows from Lemma 4.2 (ii) that

!If- Qflll",1 ~J) ~ (1 + IIQllplllf- Ifll I.pIRJ)+ IIlf- Q1fIILpl'!ili.J)

~ C( 1+ IIQllp)lfl",,/, + II If- Q1fIILpPRd),

Here and herafter C and C" C2 , .. , are constants depending only on K, ¢i
and d.

To estimate the term IIlf- Q1fIII.pl'f!.d) we associate a sequence a, to
each x E 1:= [0, 1)<1 by setting

a):x) := If(x + iXl - Qlf(x + IX),

because in this way we have

with the usual change on the right when p =x, By the polynomial
reproducing property of Q, we compute that for each x Eland iX E :I'd,

aAiX) = A,+Jf(x +:x) - Qlf(x +iXl = Q(AnJf-If)(x +:x)

= I ),R'H,lf(' +j)¢J(x+rx-j)
jE Zd

= L J,RnJf(' +V+iX)<!J(X-V)
VE Zd

In the following we apply Minkowski's inequality, Lemma 4.3 and the fact
w(u + v - x 1~ w(u) lV(X - v) to estimate lIa, II iptJ,J\ for each x E I:

Ilax IliplEd)

~ v~J'!iIi.J C~Ed IRnJf(u + 1'+ oc)IPYiP Ig;Ju)1 du I¢(x - v)1

~ I. Jd CllflilK,/' w(u + V - x)\g,((u)\ du I¢(x - vll
VE Zd [R

~ CllflilK,p f w(u)lg,((ull du I. w(x - v)!¢(x - I'll,
Rd VE Zd

II If- Q1f11Lp, Rdl ~ C2 Ifl'JK,p Iw¢ II"
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To summarize we have proven
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Theorem 2.2 follows from the above inequality by scaling. I

Before closing this section we make the following remarks, which show
how one can construct a quasi-interpolant working for L p spaces from a
regular Borel measure on Cu( I);!d), say, a linear combination of point
evaluation functionals that fail to apply to Lp functions in general. Let K
be a lower set.

(I) If 1> satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions on lower set K, then there
is a finitely supported sequence {aV}PEZd such that 1>*'(I1*/)=/for
/E JIK, where the measure Ii is given by the rule J!Rd g dl1 = LvEZd a vg( v) for
gE Co' This can be proven by a similar argument used in the proof for
[Proposition 4.1, BrCW).

(2) For any regular Borel measure I' satisfying the decay condition
that JIK c L d 11'1), the linear functional i, given by

( I ~ p < eN) is well defined on L p ( I);!d) (by Lemma 4.2) and satisfies the
same decay condition JIK eLl ( 111; I), because i is a compactly supported
operator. Furthermore, if ¢ *' (I' * f) = I for all IE JIK' then ¢ *' O. * f) = f
for allfE JIK' since il= I for all IE JIK'

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3

In this section we prove our inverse result Theorem 2.3, namely that the
degree of the polynomial reproducing property of a quasi-interpolant Q is
at least the approximation order provided by Q.

The following lemma is needed for the proof of Theorem 2.3. A remark
is in order: The converse of this lemma, hence the necessity of the concavity
in Theorem 2.3, is also valid ([ BrCW]).

LEMMA 5.1. Let K be a concave lower set. For any IX E K, the quotient

is unbounded as Ilhll -> o.
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Proof The proof proceeds along the lines of [BreW]. Let K be con
cave and rx E K. We can find a hyperplane in [Rd that separates rx from the
convex hull conv(1': \K). If E; is a normal vector of the separating plane
with E;' (x -:x) > 0 for x E conv( IZ(~ \K}, then E has positive components ";,
because K is finite and hence any vector x = Oe; E Z: \K for sufficiently
large () > O. The unboundedness of qll = min h~ ) for I' E 8K now follows by
letting h=(hl, ... ,hd } with h;=e- If

" where 1>0 and i=I, ...,d. Then
Ilhll->O as 1-> oc, and we have

since 8K c conv(1': \K). I
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We deal only with the case 1~ p < OC, as the

case p = ,oc follows in a similar (easier) way. It suffices to show that QiiJ =
iiJ for the polynomials iiJ(x) = Xli, fJ E K. The proof proceeds by induction
on IJ E K.

For each r> 0 let R,. be the cube [0, rY Clearly R,./2 is a subset of the
ball B,.(O). When fJ=O, Afli' +j)=A(I)=i(O) for all jEZ d

. Under the
change of variables y = (x - !;,}/h (assuming that h = (h], ... , h d ) has positive
coordinates ),

JII.O:=J _1 1- I }.(l)¢(x/h-j)ll'dx
Br\~) jEZJ

~ t+R'/21 1 - j~d A( I) c/J(x/h - j) 1/' dx

=hl"·hdl Il~ L i(O)¢(Y+~/h-j)ll'dY,
[0, (r/2/11 I] x· x [0, Ir/211,il] jE EJ

With rtl being the greatest integer part of a real number t, it follows from
the periodicity of the integrand in the above that

J iI , 0 ~ hi' , . h d r2;1 ",r2~ 1I 11 - I i( 0) ¢( y - j ) II' dy
1 1 1 R, jEZJ

~(r/4)f 1 1 - I i(O)¢(Y-J)!l'dy ,
R, jE Ed

where for the last inequality we have used the fact that rr/2h; l ~ (r/4h;)
when h; ~ r/4. Note that the right-most quantity in the above display does
not depend on h. However, from the approximation property assumed for
the quasi-interpolant Q it follows that JiI . O -> 0 as Ilh II -> O. Hence
I =fo= Qfo·
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Now we assume that 0 # fl E K and that Qf~ =/, for all ex. < fl. Similarly
to the case of i lz . O , we have

ilz.li:=J ,Ixf!- L ;.(h(·+i))f!¢J(xh-i)i!'dx
B,.(.,l jE,Ed

?(r/4)<1f I(h.l'+()f!- L 1,(h(.+}))f!f/J(y+';/h-iW'dx
RI j E Zd

= (r/4)<1 hl'!i f II Y + ¢/I1)/I- I. 1,(' + j)11 ¢( Y + ¢/11 - i)11' dx,
R} jE Ed

where we have used the linearity of A in the last inequality. To see the
periodicity of the integrand in the right-most integral, we expand the
following periodic function of ~ E 1R<1 using the binomial identity:

p(~):= L },(. +i-~)/I ¢(~-i)
;E ?J

I. (fl)(_~)/J-' I. A(·+i)'¢(~-j).
, '" II ,x jE Ed

From the induction hypothesis,

p(~)= I. (~)(_~)/I-'(:)'+I: )'('+i)/I¢J(:-j)
ex. < {$ ) E lId

= -:11 + L A(' + j)11 ¢(~ - i)· (5.1)
;E :E J

Putting all of these together, we obtain

iii.!!? (,./4)" I1I'!J J \p( y + (fll) 1 dy = (,./4)<1 I1I'IJ f !p( y)\ dy.
R} R}

However, from the approximation property of Q it follows that

(. )l~
(,./4 )<1/1' I1IJ i Ip( y)i!' dy ~ (iii. II ) 1/1' = (i"(max{h r ; )' E 8K}.

'R,

By virtue of Lemma 5.1 and the concavity of K, we have p( y) = 0 for all
y E [R". Since by (5.1) P =/f! - Q/f!' we see that Q/!J =/f!. This completes the
induction.
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